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Performing surveys of hydrothermal plumes is technically challenging due to 
their complex spatiotemporal movement.

Based on model in Xu and German, Frontiers in Marine Science 2023.
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We tested a field prototype for a situational awareness platform to be used 
with AUV Sentry for plume tracking.
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Local network on the ship established for AUV Sentry 
operations; network broadcasts vehicle data and 
repeats ship-side USBL navigation messages.

Sentry acoustically transmits pre-defined data packets 
at a rate of ~1 msg/min. ~1500 messages are 
expected for a 24hr mission.

Rotating queues cycle through different data packets:
● Science queue | Turbidity, ORP, Temperature, 

Salinity, Oxygen
● Specialized Sensor queue(s) | Methane (x2), 

Turbidity, SUPR
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A visualization dashboard allowed the science team to engage with the 
messages transmitted by Sentry to build intuition for plume character.

Patterns, trends, and distributions 
can be examined in real-time.
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Transmitted data is 
aligned with spatial 
location by interpolating 
queue messages with 
USBL pings.

External information from 
observatories can be 
visualized alongside in 
situ data. This is enabled 
by improved bandwidth 
streaming capabilities for 
timely throughput.

A visualization dashboard allowed the science team to engage with the 
messages transmitted by Sentry to build intuition for plume character.
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We developed a watchstanding routine for engaging with the data dashboard 
and the Sentry operations team for making mission adjustments.

Three shifts of 2 science 
observers were rotated in a 
watchstanding schedule.

Observer-annotated logs were 
utilized to track major events, 
and build intuition for sensor 
response, anomaly indicators, 
and vehicle capabilities.

Watchstand was co-located with 
the Sentry operations team.
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The dashboard enabled us to adapt Sentry trajectories, select SUPR samples in 
situ, and rapidly identify trace-metal rosette stations before AUV recovery.
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The dashboard enabled us to adapt Sentry trajectories, select SUPR samples in 
situ, and rapidly identify trace-metal rosette stations before AUV recovery.
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The dashboard enabled us to adapt Sentry trajectories, select SUPR samples in 
situ, and rapidly identify trace-metal rosette stations before AUV recovery.
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Visualization tools for AUV operations --- during or following dives --- can assist 
with scientific situational awareness for these assets.
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AUV Sentry was equipped with an extensive and customizable set of accessory 
sensors, in addition to the standard science payload.

PC: C. German, 2023, AT50-15
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Although sparse, acoustically transmitted messages are sufficient for resolving 
hydrothermal anomalies while Sentry is underway.
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